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Goal of Belle II/SuperKEKB 

We will reach 50 ab-1
 in 2022

9 months/year
20 days/month

Commissioning 
starts in 2015.

Shutdown
for upgrade
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 Schedule (Beam starts in Fall 2014)	
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Super KEKB in nano-beam scheme   
q  To increase luminosity:  
→ squeeze beams to nanometer scale and  
    enlarge crossing angle (minimize βy*) 
→ decrease beam emittance (keep current ξy) 
 

q  Squeezing beams in stronger magnetic field  
    saturated by hourglass effect → intersect  
    bunches only at highly focused region 

I: beam current 
β*: trajectories envelope at IP  
ξy ∝ √(βy */εy ) beam-beam parameter 
ε: beam emittance 
σ*: beam size 
RL,Rξy: geometrical reduction factors  
(crossing angle, hourglass effect) 

E (GeV)  
LER/HER 

β*y  (mm)  
LER/HER 

β*x  (cm) 
LER/HER 

εx  (nm) 
LER/HER 

 φ  
(mrad) 

I (A)  
LER/HER 

L (cm-2s-1) 

KEKB 3.5/8.0 5.9/5.9 120/120 18/24 11 1.6/1.2 2.1 x 1034 

SuperKEKB 4.0/7.0 0.27/0.41 3.2/2.4 3.1/2.4 41.5 3.6/2.6 80x1034 
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σx~100µm, σy~2µm σx~10µm, σy~60nm 
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Nano beam scheme: invented by Pantaleo Raimondi for the SuperB project. 
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e- 7GeV 2.6 A�

e+ 4GeV 3.6 A�

Target: L = 8x1035/cm2/s	

 SuperKEKB	

Colliding bunches	


Damping ring

Low emittance gun

Positron source

New beam pipe
& bellows

Belle II

New IR

TiN-‐coated	  beam	  pipe	  
with	  antechambers	  

Redesign	  the	  lattices	  of	  HER	  
&	  LER	  to	  squeeze	  the	  
emittance	  	  

Add	  /	  modify	  RF	  systems	  
for	  higher	  beam	  current	  

New	  positron	  target	  /	  
capture	  section	  

New	  superconducting	  /
permanent	  final	  
focusing	  quads	  near	  the	  
IP	  

Low	  emittance	  
electrons	  to	  inject	  

Low	  emittance	  
positrons	  to	  inject	  

Replace	  short	  	  dipoles	  
with	  longer	  ones	  (LER)	  

Super KEKB collider 



17th KEKB Review K. Akai	

The	  latest	  schedule	  about	  IR	  will	  be	  presented	  by	  the	  next	  Ohuchi-‐san’s	  talk.	



1st installation of the SuperKEKB 
magnet  

Feb.7th 2012	

17th KEKB Review H. Iinuma	



e+	

primary e-	

 Damping Ring 	

3.5GeV	

Construction of Damping ring started !	

LINAC	

13/May/2012	

LINAC	18/Jan/2012	

LINAC	

13/May/2012	



Accelerator status summary 
(K.Akai)  

n  The earthquake caused some delay and 
additional works for SuperKEKB 
construction, but we manage to recover 
to be in time for T=0.  

n  Design work and construction work are 
going on at the same time in consistent 
ways. But time limit for some critical 
designs will come soon.  

n  So far, budget is supplied as planned, 
except for the delay due to the 
earthquake.  

n  Shortage of human resources is getting 
better.  

n  Construction is well ongoing, prioritizing 
for T=0. 
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LER beam pipe 
production at BINP 



electrons	  	  (7GeV)	

positrons	  (4GeV)	

KL and muon detector: 
Resistive Plate Counter (barrel) 
Scintillator + WLSF + MPPC (end-
caps)	

Particle Identification  
Time-of-Propagation counter 
(barrel) 
Prox. focusing Aerogel RICH (fwd) 

Central Drift Chamber 
He(50%):C2H6(50%), Small cells, 
long lever arm,  fast electronics 

EM Calorimeter: 
CsI(Tl), waveform sampling (barrel) 
Pure CsI + waveform sampling (end-
caps) 

Vertex Detector 
2 layers DEPFET + 4 layers 
DSSD 

Beryllium beam 
pipe 
2cm diameter 

Belle to Belle II Upgrade 

Zdeněk Doležal SuperB Collaboration Meeting 1/6/2012 10 





IP Chamber 
Mock-up	

(Photo by Satoh)	

QCS	  forward	  

Vertex	  Detector	

Shields	
CDC	  inner	  cylinder	

Mock-‐up	  for	  VXD	  installaIon	  study	



IP Chamber 
Design Features	

• The pipe for incoming beam starts from d=20 mm. Then d is gradually reduced 
to about 9 mm to stop direct SR. 
• The inner surface of a pipe for incoming beam has ridges to prevent scattered 
light from hitting the central part. 

• Minimize the creation and the trap of HOM. 
• The central part and the branch for the out-going beam constitute a bent pipe of d=20mm.	  

e-	 e+	

8Nov2011 
revised	
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Pixel vertex detector: DEPFET 	

Power consumption in sensitive area: 0.1W/cm² => air-cooling sufficient 

Mechanical mockup	

total of 8 M pixels 

 radius   pixel   thickness 
Layer 1  r = 14mm  50x50µm2  75µm(0.18%X0) 
Layer 2  r = 22mm  50x75µm2  75µm 

Zdeněk Doležal SuperB Collaboration Meeting 1/6/2012 
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The ASICs are ready 
The full-size close to final versions of the ASICs are designed, produced and tested. 

In general the chips seem to work fine 

DCDBv2 (some excess noise is to be understood, but still better than v1) 

SWITCHERBv1 and SWITCHERB18 (trade off    size <-> max. voltage swing) 

DHP02 (in 90nm IBM technology) NEW (but needs to be redesigned for TSMC 65nm) 

Moreover – the layout of the module (the periphery (ASIC) part) has been done as well 
(Christian Kreidl) 

SWITCHERB18 
180nm HV AMS 

SWITCHERB 
350nm HV AMS 

DCDBv2 
180nm UMC 

DHP0.2 
90nm IBM 

(Heidelberg) (Heidelberg) (Bonn with help from Barcelona) 



Support 

1) Beam pipe with PXD support 
2) End flanges for module mounting and cooling 
3) Inner layer modules 
4) Outer layer modules 

16 



PXD Test Beam: Results 

Again; design not optimal (S/N will improve by >2 x) 17 



PXD status 

18 

•  Thin PXD6 matrices available and tested 
successfully in Lab and Beam Test. 

•  Yield initially low, reasons understood, process 
improved. Last wafers processed had >50% yield 

•  SOI procurement progressing, added a 2nd 
source, delivery of wafers imminent  

•  Have working prototypes of all ASICs 
(Milestone!) , work within specs (readout speed!)  

•  DHP needs to be converted from IBM 90nm 
(phased out by Mosis) to TSCM 65nm (testchip 
already working) 

•  We can blind the DEPFET against injection noise 
(tested both at lab and beam) 

•  Steady and significant progress of system issues: 
•  CO2 and air cooling demonstrated. 
•  driving of signal cables demonstrated. 
 

 



SVD: double sided strips 

19 

  Belle II        Belle 

Beam Pipe  r = 10 mm       15 mm 

DEPFET 

 Layer 1  r = 14 mm 

 Layer 2  r = 22 mm 

DSSD 

 Layer 3  r =    38 mm     20    mm  

 Layer 4  r =    80 mm     43.5 mm 

 Layer 5  r =  105 mm     70    mm 

 Layer 6  r =  135 mm     88    mm 
σ

[µ
m

]	

pβsin(θ)3/2 [GeV/c]	

Belle II 

Belle	

Less Coulomb Scattering & Pixel detector 
closer to the beam pipe improve the 
vertex resolution significantly.	



SVD: DSSD	
n  Micron DSSD sensor: 

¨  After careful (and long) verification of 
design in Micron, the production started.   

¨  Prototype sensors will arrive to Vienna in 
July. 

n  HPK DSSD sensors 
¨  About 40 DSSD will be delivered in March. 
¨  HPK kindly agreed to supply a 2cmx2cm 

DSSD from each wafer.  
n  Baby sensors  

¨  Quality control of product. 
¨  Useful for basic parameter measurement.  
¨  We do not have to ruin full size sensors for 

radiation damage test.	

2012/2/27 2012 BAPC SVD T. Tsuboyama 20 



SVD: Origami Module with 6” HPK 
DSSD 

Your Name 21 8 November 2011 



SVD: Readout Chain Overview	
n  APV25 data is through 12 m long copper cable to FADCs. 
n  Zero suppression and hit time finding by FADC firmware 
n  FTB to COPPER readout system 

2012/3/16 SVD Summary T. Tsuboyama 22 

1748 
APV25 
chips	

Front-end  
hybrids#

Rad-hard 
DCDC 

converters	

Analog level translation,  
data sparsification and  
hit-time reconstruction	

̃2m 
Copper 
cable	

Junction 
box	

̃10m 
Copper 
cable	

FADC+PROC	

Optical 
data link (>20m)	

Finesse Transmitter "
Board (FTB)	

Unified Belle II  
DAQ system	

C
O

P
P

E
R
	

PXD 
Readout 
system	



SVD Summary 
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n  Mechanics / structure solved 
n  Cooling: now working on the details of CO2 distribution 

and thermal transfer to APV chips 
n  Sensors: New wedge shaped sensors (for slanted part) 

now being fabricated at Micron, expected back in early 
July 

n  Origami: in June, a 2-sensor Origami ladder will be built 
at IPMU (Tokyo University) together with HEPHY and 
Tata people. 

n  Electronics readout: Continuously working on various 
parts, some circuits already prototyped and tested 
(analog and digital level translation), others in production 
(edge hybrids, Junction box boards) 

n  Software: simulation, online & offline all started 
n  Beam test & irradiation in October 2012 
n  Series ladder production will start in May 2013 (according 

to the schedule) 



longer lever arm 
Improve momentum resolution and dE/dx 

Belle Belle II 

inner most sense wire r=88mm r=168mm 

outer most sense wire r=863mm r=1111.4mm 

Number of layers 50 56 

Total sense wires 8400 14336 

Gas He:C2H6 He:C2H6 

sense wire W(Φ30μm) W(Φ30μm) 

field wire Al(Φ120μm) Al(Φ120μm) 
24 

normal cell 

10~20 mm 

18 mm 
10 mm 

6~8 mm 

small cell 

Belle 

Belle II 

Central Drift Chamber 

Zdeněk Doležal SuperB Collaboration Meeting 1/6/2012 



CDC endplate drilling 
Small cell part	

Main  part	

Forward  
1.4mm diameter	

Conical  part 
 
	

Forward  
17 degree cone	

> 40,000 holes	

Shaping and drilling were done  
without serious troubles.  
There is no drill breaking.  

25 
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n  New electronics has been designed and tested 
n  The drift time is measured with an FPGA-based 

TDC 
n  A slow FADC (around 30MSa/s) measures the 

signal charge. 

X-T relation 

Residual distribution 

Central Drift Chamber Readout 

Zdeněk Doležal SuperB Collaboration Meeting 1/6/2012 
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CDC Summary 
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n  Fabrication of six endplates almost done 
successfully.  

n  Fabrication of outer cylinder started and it will be 
delivered by Sep 2012. Then, we can meet the 
installation schedule (May in 2015) 

n  Wire stringing will start in 2012      
n  New ASIC works fine.  

¨ Mass production already finished. 
¨ Quality check started in NTU 

n  New 48ch readout board (Ver.3) basically works 
fine.  
¨ More tests will be done in 2012. 

n   Radiation hardness of optical transceivers (DAQ,TRG talks) 
¨ Mass production will be done in 2013 (and 2014).  
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•  Cherenkov ring imaging with precise time 
measurement. 

•  Reconstruct angle from one coordinate and the 
time of propagation of the photon 
–  Quartz radiator (2cm)  
–  Photon detector (MCP-PMT Hamamatsu 

16ch MCP-PMT)  
•  Good time resolution < 35 ps 

 

Barrel PID: Time of propagation (TOP) counter 
Simulation 
2GeV/c, θ=90 deg 
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Barrel PID Summary 
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n  Quartz radiator 
¨ (Almost) full size quartz radiator is 

prepared. 
n  Two quartz bars and mirror were glued 

successfully. 
¨ Support box is produced and 

tested. 
n  Readout block 

¨ New ASIC for high speed 
waveform readout is tested with 
MCP-PMTs and outputs single 
photon pulses. 

n  Beam test 
¨ Performed with 120GeV proton at 

FTBF in Dec.-Jan. 
n  data analysis going on. 
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•  Proximity focusing RICH with aerogel radiator 

Aerogel radiator 

Hamamatsu HAPD 
+ new ASIC 

Cherenkov photon 
200mm 

n~1.05 

Endcap PID: Aerogel RICH 
(ARICH)	

Clear Cherenkov image observed	

Aerogel	

Hamamatsu HAPD 
Q.E. ~33% (recent good ones)	

Test Beam setup	
End-cap PID: Aerogel RICH 

6.6	  σ	  π/K	  at	  4GeV/c	  ! 



E-PID summary 
n  Aerogel:  

¨  Ready to start production of normal aerogel radiator  
with refractive indices 1.045, 1.055. Production of large  
pin-drying aerogel tiles with higher refractive index still  
under study.  

n  HAPD:  
¨  Degradation of APD performance during gamma irradiation  

understood and new HAPD samples produced.  
¨  Tests of new samples is ongoing and the decision on final HAPD 

parameters in September.  
n  Electronics: 

¨  Close to final prototype of FE board with SA02 ASICs  
successfully tested with small ARICH prototype in the beam 
tests.  

¨  Samples of final version of ASICs (SA03) successfully tested 
and new FE board is in production.  

¨  Tests of the merger board prototype  
are ongoing.  
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•  Increase of dark currents due to neutron flux 
•  Fake clusters & pile-up noise 
 

n  Barrel:   
 0.5µs shaping + 2MHz w.f. sampling. 

n  Endcap (may have to be staged):  
 pure CsI + photopentodes 
 30ns shaping + 43MHz w.f. sampling  

Barrel 

BW endcap 

x1/1.5 

x1/5 

Pure CsI & 
photopentods 

1+itit 2+it 3+it 4+it 5+it

1+iy
2+iy

3+iy
4+iy

5+iy
iy

ECL Upgrade 



ECL Status 
Barrel electronics modification: 
n  Barrel Shaper DSP modules mass production is started 

this year(100 of 450). The bidding procedure is going on. 
n  Endcap version of Shaper DSP module design is 

prepared. 
n  Collector module: second version has been produced. 

Belle2link will be tested in August. 
n  VME crate design is to be finished this year. 

SuperB Collaboration Meeting 1/6/2012 35 Zdeněk Doležal 
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Crystal counter status: 
•  The test bench for test of the barrel counters with cosmic 

was prepared.It based on the 
•  1 VME crate with 12 SHaper_DSP modules, collector and 

fam module 
•  and allows to test 184 counters by once. 
•  The test of the counters is going on. Half of the counters has 

been tested. Will be finished in July. 

•  R&D with pure CSI option for endcaps is going on. 
•  Pure CsI+PP option has been tested. 
•  Pure CsI+APD is tested. 
•  Radiation hardness of Pure CsI crystals is going on.  

ECL Status (cont’d) 
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 LAYOUT 
n  One layer: 75 strips (4 

cm width)/sector 
n  5 segments  

 1 segment = 15strips 
n  Two orthogonal layer = 

superlayer  
n  F&B endcap KLM:  

¨  Total area ~1400 m2 

¨  16800 strips  
¨  the longest strip 2.8 

m;    the shortest 0.6 
m 

n  WLS fiber in each strip 
n  Hamamatsu MPPC at one 

fiber end  
n  mirrored far fiber end 

KLM: KL& Muon detector 
RPC g Scintillator (Endcap) 

also inner 3 layers of Barrel(TBD) 

Endcap muon detecton is already 
limited by backgrounds. Endcap 
RPCs will not work at full 
luminosity and higher 
backgrounds. Inner barrel is 
marginal. 

MPPC:	  Hamamatsu	  
1.3×1.3	  mm	  	  667	  
pixels	  
(used	  in	  T2K	  Near	  
Detector)	  
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KLM status 
n  Test module for endcap was built at KEK in July 2011.  
n  Radiation-hardness tests have been conducted in proton 

beam at ITEP for SiPMs, preamps, and preamp carrier 
cards. All will survive for at least a decade of Belle II 
operation at full luminosity. 

n  Light-collection efficiency is improved by 40% by 
protruding the wavelength-shifting fiber 200 microns 
closer to the SiPM 

n  Quality test stand has been developed at ITEP.  
n  Mass-production test procedures have been tested at 

ITEP.  
n  Most of raw material is now at ITEP or will be delivered 

soon. 
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MC Production 
and Ntuple  
Production 

MC Production 
(optional) 

Ntuple 
Analysis 

Common framework 
for DAQ and offline basf2 

based on root I/O 

Grid-based Distributed Computing 

Raw Data Storage 
and Processing 

Belle II  
  detector 

41	  

Belle II Computing Model	



Whole	  geometry	  ready	  in	  GEANT4	

Hiroyuki Nakayama (KEK)	42	

PXD	

Elements	  	  outside	  detector	  (|s|>4m)	  are	  not	  yet	  
implemented	  	  (bending	  magnets,	  concrete	  shield	  etc…)	



ProtoPhysics groups 
 
t-independent methods, B.R. Ko 
t-dependent methods, M. Starič 
Dalitz methods, J.Dalseno 
Emiss methods, K. Hara 
 

Aim of ProtoPhysics groups:   
 
“preparation, development and 
tests of Full simulation and 
reconstruction tools, 
 
...choosing, preparing and 
studying benchmark physics 
modes for estimating  
the performance of the detector 
using simulation” 
 Belle Analysis and Simulation Framework 2 

Simplified tracking (CDC on)ly) 
need PXD, SVD 
 
TOP&ARICH reco  
(not with track fitter output yet) 
 
ECL (need for fullrecon, Belle algorithm,  
         no t info) 
KLM (track extrapol., µ id, no KL) 

preparing full analysis chain to be used  
at Belle II 

Physics studies 



Background estimation status	
n  Touschek:  expected to be severe in nano-beam scheme, 

but can be reduced by horizontal and vertical collimators. 
n  Beam-gas Coulomb: Also severe with thinner IR beam 

pipe and larger maximum by(~4000m), but can be 
reduced by narrow (few mm) vertical collimator, without 
losing beam stability if placed at small βy.  

n  Radiative Bhabha: e+/- with large ΔE after RBB process 
can be lost inside the detector and become considerable 
BG  

n  Synchrotron Radiation: tolerable (negligible SR hit rate on 
Be pipe thanks to the collimation on incoming beam pipe)  

n  2-photon: tolerable (discrepancy between SuperB’s 
estimation disappeared during the discussion at Joint BG 
workshop) 

n  Beam-gas brems, beam-beam kick, etc…	



LER (4GeV e+)	 HER (7GeV e-)	
Rad. 
Bhabha	

0.45 W (eff. 
0.7GHz)	

0.25W (eff. 
0.22GHz)	

Touschek	 0.14 W (0.22GHz)	 0.11 W (0.10 GHz)	
Coulomb	 0.06 W (0.09GHz)	 0.001W 

(0.001GHz)	

Total BG (for IPAC2012) 	

1GeV ,
1GHz 
 = 0.16W	

HER 
(e-)	

LER
(e+)	

Ver. 
2012.5.18	
Loss wattage 
= loss rate  
    * energy of loss 
particle	
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SR	
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ßRBB 
LER	

Coulomb 
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Touschek 
HERà	

RBB 
HERà	

Ver. 
2012.5.18	



Impact on detector	

n  GEANT4-based full-simulation performed  
¨ Detector performance are studied  

n  PXD/SVD occupancy,  CDC hit rate, PID performance, 
etc.. 

¨ Radiation dose, neutron rate  
n  Readout boards, Si devices, ECL crystals, etc.. 

n  Some sub-detectors require further mitigation 
¨ Thick tungsten shield inside final Q cryostat 

n  To mitigate TOP PMT photocathode aging, CDC hit 
rate, etc.. 

¨ Additional neutron shield  
n  To protect CDC electronics board, ARICH HAPD, etc..	
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n  Accelerator upgrade + 50% of the detector - ca 
320 M€ approved in March 2011 

n  Funding of the contribution to the remaining  50% 
of the detector – ca 20 M€ - in many other 
countries approved or on the way 

n  First MoU between German FAs and KEK signed 
in 2011, others to follow 

SuperKEKB/Belle II Funding Status 



A very strong group of ~400 highly motivated scientists! 

Zdeněk Doležal SuperB Collaboration Meeting 1/6/2012 49 

Next open general meetings: 
Bad Aibling (Bavaria) July 26-29  KEK November 12-15 2012 
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n  SuperKEKB/Belle II aims for (discovering and) understanding the 
New Physics. 

n  Target luminosity of SuperKEKB is 8x1035/cm2/s, will provide 50ab-1 
by 2021-2022. 

n  Belle II gives similar or better performance than Belle even under 
higher beam background. 

n  Project has been approved by Japanese Government and started. 
KEKB/Belle operation has been terminated and construction started. 

n  Next collaboration meeting: Bavaria July 26-29, still open to 
everyone. New collaborators welcome! 

n  Accelerator upgrade well underway 
n  Detector: Moving from the design phase into production for many 

components 
n  Looking forward to a friendly competition with a second Super-

flavour 50	  

Summary 
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Backup 
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Requirements for the  Belle II detector 

-  low p µ identification  f sµµ recon. eff.#
-  hermeticity  f ν “reconstruction”#

-  radiation damage and occupancy#
-  fake hits and pile-up noise in the EM#

- higher rate trigger, DAQ and computing#

Critical issues at L= 8 x 1035/cm2/sec 

 Higher background ( ×10-20) "
"
"

 Higher event rate ( ×10)"
"

 Special features required"

Result:  significant upgrade 
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Belle’06 
 (~0.5ab-1) 

5ab-1 50ab-1 

ΔS(φK0) 0.22 0.073 0.029 

ΔS(η’K0) 0.11 0.038 0.020 

ΔS(KSKSKS) 0.33 0.105 0.037 

ΔS(KSπ0γ) 0.32 0.10 0.03 

Br(Xsγ) 13% 

ACP(Xsγ) 0.058 0.01 0.005 

C9 [AFB(K*ll)] --- 11% 4% 

C10 [AFB(K*ll)] --- 13% 4% 

Br(B+ → K+νν) <9Br(SM) 33ab-1 for 5σ discovery 

Br(B+ →τν) 3.5σ	
 10% 3% 

Br(B+ →µν) <2.4Br(SM) 4.3ab-1 for 5σ discovery 

Br(B+ → Dτν) --- 7.9% 2.5% 

Br(τ →µγ) <45 <30 <8 

Br(τ →µη) <65 <20 <4 

Br(τ → 3µ) <209 <10 <1 

Δsin2φ1 0.026 0.016 0.012 

ΔΦ2 (ρπ) 68°ー95° 3° 1° 

ΔΦ3( Dalitz) 20° 7° 2.5° 

ΔVub (incl.) 7.3% 6.6% 6.1% 
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1 10 100 
Integ. luminosity (ab-1) 

Present 
exp. limits 

5ab-1 
50ab-1 

(3σ discovery lim.) 

X10-9 

Search for H± in B→τν	


50ab-1 assume 
5σ discovery 

Integ. Lum.（ ab-1 ） 
Reach of B factories 

Upgraded KEKB 

Upper limits 

CKM at 50ab-1 

Physics reach at a Super KEKB/Belle 

Physics at Super B Factory [hep-ex/0406071]  Currently being updated. 

CP asymmetry  
 in B→KKK, φK and η’K 

　　 ★ 　　■　 　●　 　　　　 
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AFB(BàK* l+ l-)[q2] at a Super B Factory 

Zero-crossing q2 for AFB will be  
   determined with a 5% error with 50ab-1. 
 
Strong competition from LHCb and ATLAS/CMS 

0      2      4     6      8    10    12    14   16    18  

C7
SM 

C7=-C7
SM 

current 5 ab-1 
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e+e- has advantages in… LHCb has advantages in… 

CPV in B→φKS, η’KS,… 
CPV in B→KSπ0γ	


   B→Kνν, τν, D(*)τν	


Inclusive b→sµµ, see 
τ→µγ	
 and other LFV 
D0D0 mixing 

CPV in B→J/ψKS 

Time dependent  
    measurements of BS 

Bc and bottomed baryons 

Most of B decays not  
        including ν or γ	


B(s,d)→µµ	


Complementary!! 

Comparison with the LHCb 
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Item Gain Purpose 

beam pipe x 1.5 high current, short bunch, 
electron cloud 

IR(β*
x/y=20cm/3 mm)  x 1.5 small beam size at IP 

low emittance(12 nm) 
& νx → 0.5 

x 1.3 mitigate nonlinear effects 
with beam-beam 

crab crossing x 2 mitigate nonlinear effects 
with beam-beam 

RF/infrastructure x 3 high current 

DR/e+ source x 1.5 low β* injection, improve e+ 
injection 

charge switch x ? electron cloud, lower e+ 
current 

3 
ye

ar
s 

sh
ut

do
w

n 
Luminosity gain and upgrade items 

(preliminary) 
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Major KEKB components 

Item Object Oku-yen  
~1.0 M$ Luminosity 

New beam 
pipes 

Enable high current 
Reduce e-cloud 

178 
(incl. BPM, 

magnets, etc.) 
x 1.5 

New IR Small β* 31 x 2 

e+ Damping 
Ring 

Allow injection with small 
increase e+ capture 

40  incl. linac 
upgrade 

if not,  
x 0.75 

More RF and 
cooling 
systems 

High current 179 
(incl. facilities) x 3 

Crab Cavities Higher beam-beam 
param. 15 x (2 – 4) 

Items are interrelated. •  Tunnel already exists. 
•  Most of the components  
(magnets, klystrons, etc.) will be re-used. 
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Radiation Damage 

62	  

Gate oxide 

DEPFET based on a MOS structure 
problem with ionizing radiation: 
Creation of fixed (positive) charges in the 
oxide layer and at the interface 
Attracts electrons at the Si/SiO2 interface 
Need more negative gate voltages to 
compensate 
=> Shift of transistor threshold 

Solution: thin oxides 
< 2.5V shift at 10Mrad 

For standard DEPFETs the 
threshold voltage shifts reach 14 
V after 4 Mrad 
Too large for safe operation! 

DEPFET Radiation Damage 
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Belle II basic parameters (TDR) 
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Another FCNC decay: B à K* 
l+ l-   

b à s l+l-  was first measured in B à K l+l- by Belle (2001). 
 
Important for further searches for the physics beyond SM 
 
Particularly sensitive: backward-forward asymmetry in K* l+l 
 
 
                         Ci : Wilson coefficients, abs. value of C7 from bàsγ	


     s=lepton pair mass squared 

*
10 9 7( ( ) ( ) )eff

FBA C sC s r s C⎡ ⎤∝ℜ +⎣ ⎦
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D0 mixing in K+K-, π+π- 

K+K-,π+π-  

and K-π+ratio 
Difference of lifetimes 
visually observable  
in the ratio of the distributions à 
Real fit: 

+	


Decay time distributions for KK, ππ, Kπ  

yCP = (1.31 ±  0.32 ± 0.25) % 

An observation of CP violations would 
be a clear sign of new physics          
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Precision measurements of τ decays 
LF violating τ decay? 

Integ. Lum.（ ab-1 ）	
Reach of B factories 

Upgraded KEKB 

Upper limits 

τ->µγ	


µ->eγ	


τ->eγ	


T.Goto et al., 2007 

Theoretical predictions compared  
to present experimental limits 
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T.Goto et al., 2007 
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• p-channel FET on a completely depleted bulk 
• A deep n-implant creates a potential minimum 
for electrons under the gate 
• (“internal gate”) 
• Signal electrons accumulate in the internal 
gate and modulate the transistor current  
(gq ~ 400 pA/e-) 
• Accumulated charge can be removed by a 
clear contact (“reset”) 
• Invented in MPI Munich 
Fully depleted:   
 → large signal, fast signal collection 
Low capacitance,  internal 
amplification  →     low noise 

Transistor on only during readout: 
low power 
Complete clear → no reset noise 

Depleted p-channel FET 

DEPFET Principle 

n x m
pixel

IDRAIN

DEPFET- matrix

VGATE, OFF

off

off

on

off

VGATE, ON

gate

drain VCLEAR, OFF

off

off

reset

off

VCLEAR, ON

reset

output

0 suppression
VCLEAR-Control
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sensor wafer

handle wafer

1. implant backside
on sensor wafer

2. bond sensor wafer
to handle wafer

3. thin sensor side
to desired thickness

4. process DEPFETs
on top side

5. structure resist,
etch backside up
to oxide/implant

Industry: TraciT, GrenobleHLL HLL main lab HLL special lab

sensor wafer

handle wafer

1. implant backside
on sensor wafer

2. bond sensor wafer
to handle wafer

3. thin sensor side
to desired thickness

4. process DEPFETs
on top side

5. structure resist,
etch backside up
to oxide/implant

Industry: TraciT, GrenobleHLL HLL main lab HLL special lab§  Sensor wafer bonded on “handle” wafer. 
§  Rigid frame for handling and mechanical stiffness 
§  50 µm thickness produced 
§  Samples of 10x1.3 cm2 & frame of 1 & 3 mm width 
§  Electrical properties ok (diodes) 

Thinning Technology 



European groups of Belle-II 
The European groups have major responsibilities in some essential detector 
systems: 
 
• Pixel vertex detector (DEPFET) 
• Silicon strip vertex detector 
• Particle identification systems (endcap Aerogel RICH, barrel Time-of-
Propagation counter) 
• Electromagnetic calorimeter 
• Muon detector based on scintilator strips 

They are also contributing substantially to the computing and software, as 
well as to the set-up of the physics program. 
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Installed in the KEKB tunnel   
(February 2007) 

Electron Ring 

Positron Ring 22 mrad. 
crossing 

crab crossing 

71 

The key factor in KEKB performance: crab cavity 



SuperB (Baseline)	 SuperKEKB	

Parameter	 units	 HER (e+)	 LER (e-)	 HER (e-)	 LER (e+)	

Circumference	 m	 1258.4	 3016.3	

Energy	 GeV	 6.7	 4.18	 7	 4	

X angle (full)	 mrad	 66	 83	

βx at IP	 cm	 2.6 3.2 2.4	 3.2	

βy at IP	 cm	 0.0252	 0.0206	 0.041	 0.027	

εx	 nm	 2.0	 2.41	 2.4	 3.1	

Emittance ratio	 %	 0.25	 0.25	 0.35	 0.40	

σz (full)	 mm	 5	 5	 5	 6	

I	 mA	 1892	 2410	 2620	 3600	

σx at IP	 µm	 7.211	 8.782	 7.75	 10.2	

σy at IP	 µm	 0.035	 0.035	 0.059	 0.059	

ξx	 0.0021	 0.0033	 0.0028	 0.0028	

ξy	 0.0978	 0.0978	 0.0875	 0.09	

Luminosity	 cm-2 s-1	 1x1036	 0.8x1036	

SuperKEKB parameters 
compared with SuperB	

Next Generation B-
factories IPAC10	
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The 1400 tons of Belle moved by ~6cm  
(most probably by 20cm in one direction,  
and 14cm back)... 



KEKB magnets displacement 
after the quake in March 2011 
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6 

Belle to Belle II Upgrade 

SC solenoid 
1.5T 

ECL:  

CsI(Tl) 16X0 

pure CsI (endcap)  

new electronics 
(waveform 
sampling) 

 PID:  
Aerogel Cherenkov counter 
 + TOF counter 
→ “TOP” (barrel) 

 +  Aerogel RICH (EC) 

Si vtx. det. 
 4 lyr. DSSD 
→ 2 DEPFET pixel 
lyrs. + 4 lyr. DSSD 

µ / KL detection 
 14/15 lyr. RPC+Fe 
→ scint. bars in 
endcap + SiPM 

TDR: KEK Report 2010-1 

CDC: Tracking + dE/dx 
  small cell + He/C2H6 

remove inner lyrs 
large outer radius 
faster timing 
smaller cell 

→

→ New DAQ 
and computing 
system 



Main Features  
n  Larger outer radius thanks to a compact BPID 
n  Larger inner radius to make SVD space more and to avoid high radiation region   
n  Conical endplates will be machined to meet final focusing magnets. 
n  A small cell chamber will be installed as same as the Belle CDC. 
n  New compact electronics boards are located near backward end plate. 
n  3D charged trigger scheme will be adopted.  

 

76 
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ASIC	

Parameter	 Value	
# of Chs.	 8	
Analog gain	 -1.1V/pC	
Peaking time	 8 ns	
Noise	 4000 e @Cd=20 pF	
Power	 +5V, +3.3V	
Power consumption	 34mW/ch	
Process	 BiCMOS 0.8 µm	 78	

8mm	  ×	  8mm	

TCSP	  64pin	  package	

Amp-‐Shaper-‐Discriminator	  	  
(ASD)	  chip	

SpecificaIons	

DOUT 
Single end  

Level shift 
to match FADC input 

×10 

~	  8	  
ns	

Input : 0.13pC 



SuperB Collaboration Meeting 1/6/2012 79 Zdeněk Doležal September 5, 2008 NIKHEF   2008/2/28 Toru Iijima, INSTR08 @ BINP, Novosibirsk 79 Strips: polystyrene with 1.5% PTP & 0.01% POPOP Diffusion reflector (TiO2)  

WLS: Kurarai Y11 ∅1.2 mm GAPD 

Mirror 3M (above groove & at fiber end) 

Iron plate 

Aluminium frame 

x-strip 
plane 

y-strip 
plane 

Optical glue increase the  
light yield ~ 1.2-1.4 

•  Two independent (x and y) layers in one superlayer made of 
orthogonal strips with WLS read out 

•  Photo-detector = avalanche photodiode in Geiger mode (SiPM)  
•  ~120 strips in one 90º sector  

 (max L=280cm, w=25mm) 
•  ~30000 read out channels 
•  Geometrical acceptance > 99%  
 

Scintillator-based KLM (endcap)  
KLM upgrade	



Neutron	  rates	  on	  BKLM	
Simulation	

Extrapolatio
n	

LER	  Touschek	  only	  

2011/11/11 
80	  

Estimated neutron rates on BKLM roughly matches  the extrapolation 
from KEKB data; still acceptable after replacing 2 inner layers. 
Neutrons from radiative Bhabha to be checked.	



Wider cryostat body allows more shield inside. 
As a drawback, there are less space btw CDC and QCS  
for cables, cooling pipes, etc..	

Ohuchi, 2012/3/26	
Latest final Q-magnet design	

t8
6	

t6
9	

81	

tungsten	

Tungsten shield is also added inside left-side 
final Q cryostal   	

(a concrete design being assessed)	
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Neutron flux  
Region	 Simulation 

[ x1011 eqn/cm2/
year] 

R&D 
assumption 
[ x1011 eqn/cm2/
year] 

Current tolerance 

PXD	 DHP,DCD, 
Swithers	 1	 10	 OK up to 100x1011 eqn/cm2 

SVD	 Sensors, 
chips	 10	 -	 Should be OK,  

irradiation test ongoing	
CDC	 Readout 

Boards	 4	 1	 Tested up to 10x1011 eqn/cm2 

TOP	 Readout  
electronics	 0.35	 1	 Tested up to 10x1011 eqn/cm2 

ASIC not tested yet 	
ARIC
H	

HAPD 2.5  
(inner rings)	

0.4	 Tested up to 4x1011 eqn/cm2 
Start to see degradation 

ECL	 Crystals 2.5 10	 OK up to 100x1011 eqn/cm2 
(by Kuzmin)	

ECL	 Diodes 1.8  
(f-endcap)	

1	 OK up to 10x1011 eqn/cm2 
(by Kuzmin, dark current 
increased	

BKLM	 SiPMs	 0.04	 -	

1	  year	  =	  107	  sec	  

1MeV equivalent rate 	
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Radiation dose	
Region	 Simulation 

[Gy/year] 
R&D 
assumption 
[Gy/year] 

Current tolerance 

PXD	 Sensor	 19k  >19k	  Tested up to 100kGy(=10Mrad) 
 200kGy would be also OK 

SVD 	 APV	 3k	 10k	 OK up to 100kGy (by Peter) 	

CDC	 Readout 
boards	

80	 100	 Tested up to 1000Gy 
New SFP survive w/o communication 

TOP	 Readout  
electronic
s	

7	 30	 Tested up to 300Gy for FPGA and 
optical transceiver/fiber, ASIC not 
tested yet  

ARIC
H	

HAPDs 50	 100	 APD tested up to 1000Gy  

ECL 	 Crystals 41 (fwd-endcap)	 10 OK up to 100Gy (by Kuzmin)  
 (TDR said 36Gy) 

ECL	 Diodes 35 (fwd-endcap)	 70  OK  up to 700Gy (by Kuzmin) 

BKL
M	

SiPM Safe (Piilonen)	 -	 -	

EKL
M	

SiPM Safe (Timofey)	 -	 -	

1	  year	  =	  107	  sec	  

1krad=10Gy 
10krad=100Gy 
100krad=1000
Gy	



Detector performance	
Simulation	 Requirement 

PXD occupancy	  0.64% (2-photon) + 0.15% (Touschek 
LER)	

< 3%	

SVD occupancy	 ~4% (z) / 7% (r-phi) assuming 5000e- 
threshold and 50ns shaping time	

< ~10%	
CDC  
hit rate 	

280kHz/wire	 < 200kHz/wire	

TOP 
K/pi separation	

K/pi separation remains good 	

TOP photo-
cathode aging	

Photoelectron flux:  20MHz/PMT 
	

<1MHz/PMT	

ECL	 16 fake clusters in 100ns time window 
11 MeV pile up noise in f-endcap	

Belle1: 6 fake clusters 
Belle1: 0.8 MeV pile 
up	

BKLM	 Need to replace layer 0 and 1 with scintillator.   
It also recovers efficiency of layer 2 (0.66-
>0.91), layer 3(0.78->0.94) 	

EKLM	 Strip occupancy: 20kHz	 < 200KHz	
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–  Significant European participation + funding  
–  19 institutes with ca 130 physicists (A, CZ, D, E, PL, RUS, SLO) 
–  Spokesperson P. Križan, Ljubljana 
–  CERN Recognized Experiment RE20 

Belle II Collaboration (Europe) 



Total background 

86 


